
Some think gay people are a bad influence 

on children. Others believe it’s those with

homophobic prejudices who provide the 

harmful example.

Homophobia is prejudice or discrimination

against lesbians or gay men.

Many children, gay and straight, suffer 

homophobic abuse at school. It’s wrong to say it’s

“just a harmless and inevitable part of school life”.

This kind of bullying leads to truancy, 

under achievement, depression and, in extreme

case, suicide. Good teachers always challenge

the homophobes.

Homophobia like other forms of prejudice

has no place in our schools today. As a teacher,

you’re in an excellent position to challenge day

to day name-calling and bullying. 

You could also provide support to children

experiencing homophobia. And many schools 

are addressing homophobia within their 

anti-bullying policies, how about yours?

Government guidance clearly states: “Section

28 does not affect the activities of school

governors, nor of teachers. It will not prevent

the objective discussion of homosexuality in

the classroom, nor the counselling of pupils

concerned about their sexuality.”

For ideas on tackling homophobia in schools,

and how you might work with parents and

governors, take a look at www.tht.org.uk
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Some people have a problem with the thought 

of two men holding hands in public. To others,

the problem is homophobic prejudice.

Homophobia is prejudice or discrimination

against lesbians or gay men.

Most of us like to think we’re tolerant. But

even so, you can probably remember anti-gay

things you’ve said or thought in the past.

Imagine you find out that someone you 

care about is gay. A relative or someone you

work with, perhaps. Would it alter the way

you think and behave? If your answer is yes,

maybe now is the time to change.

Times are certainly changing. Homophobia,

like other forms of prejudice, has no place in

society today. No one is born homophobic. 

We pick it up over the years, from the play-

ground, the media and from those around us.

It’s something we could all leave behind.

What can you do to help? Speak out the

next time someone insults or takes the mickey

out of a gay colleague or friend. And support

the idea that everyone should be treated

equally and with respect.
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Homophobia is prejudice or discrimination

against lesbians or gay men.

Most of us react with horror at the extreme

cases like the bombing of a gay pub in London,

but homophobia is around us every day: jokes,

discrimination, insults, even refusing to accept

that gay people exist.

But they do exist, and it’s rarely a phase.

Most families have a gay story to tell.

What about yours? If not, then imagine one of

your own children turns out to be gay. Think, 

for a moment, how you would react? Would

you still laugh at those anti-gay jokes if they

were directed at your son or daughter?

Reject a gay son or daughter and you can

end up losing them forever. Fortunately many

families are strong enough to face up to issues

like this and remain firmly intact. It can often

make them stronger.

Remember gay or straight, young people

need your love and support. They also need your

guidance. Through your everyday behaviour,

show them that homophobia - like other forms

of prejudice - is fundamentally wrong. 
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